Fusion™ Forecourt System

Thousands of possibilities.
One solution designed to manage them all.

The Fusion Forecourt System from Dresser Wayne.
Simplify your operations. Simplify your life.

Fusion Forecourt System
The Dresser Wayne Fusion Forecourt System is a petroleum retail solution designed to
decrease system complexity, future-proof the forecourt, and improve visibility to key
management systems and fuel inventory.
Dresser Wayne understands that when it comes to operating retail fuel sites, less complexity
and more visibility into business dynamics mean better profits. That’s why we’ve built upon
our industry leadership to develop a solution that interfaces with multi-vendor devices and
point-of-sale (POS) systems, all in a hardware box the size of a notebook computer.

The Fusion Advantage
Interoperability and simplicity are key when managing
forecourt operations and maintaining equipment control
The Fusion Forecourt System interfaces with forecourt
devices, POS systems, and fuel equipment from multiple
vendors and allows for the efficient operation of a multivendor, multi-device forecourt from one appliance. Offering
a new level of compatibility and interoperability, the Fusion
Forecourt System dramatically reduces the difficulty of
managing dispensers from various manufacturers, as well as
a range of peripherals. It also simplifies control of payment
systems, offers a common interface to support multiple
indoor and outdoor payment terminals, and interfaces with
host payment networks.
The Fusion Forecourt System is designed to enable
seamless connections to:

By replacing many of the devices needed to manage a
site, the Fusion Forecourt System lowers installation and
maintenance costs and decreases points of failure. Plus,
it can use existing wiring to enable TCP/IP fuel dispenser
connections without costly site rewiring. The result: lower
deployment and development costs, as well as faster
time-to-market.

The single, compact blue box can replace
multiple interface control and connection devices,
decreasing complexity and saving space.
Fusion Forecourt System will replace:
• HyperPIB Forecourt Controller
• D2400 Console

• Fuel dispensers from multiple vendors
• Tank management systems
• Price signs
• Car washes
• POS Systems

• POS Gateway
• iX™ Gateway
• Nucleus Forecourt Server
• Third-party Proprietary Controllers

Upgradeability to future-proof the forecourt
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The Fusion Forecourt System is modular and upgradeable,
helping future-proof a site investment. Businesses can
enable additional functionality as their needs grow, new
technologies are made available or new regulations are
mandated — in most cases without installing additional
platforms or technology infrastructure equipment. The
base system is capable of supporting 16 fueling points
or devices and can be expanded to 32 in standard
configurations. It can also be expanded to support more
complex site configurations, either through the addition
of modular intelligent expansion cards or by connecting
additional Fusion systems for virtually unlimited flexibility.

•T
 ake advantage of new technologies such as iX™ Media
digital marketing and upgraded payment solutions to
meet payment security regulations.
• Add capabilities to the c-store and forecourt.
•E
 ase forecourt re-branding when switching to a new
payment network.
•E
 xpand forecourt peripheral connectivity by deploying
multiple Fusion Forecourt Systems.
The Fusion Forecourt System is designed to be easier
to service by leveraging off-the-shelf operating systems
and open architectures, reducing the need for specialized
technical knowledge to operate and maintain.

The Fusion Forecourt System is designed for the harsh
conditions of petroleum retail
Fuel retail sites are often demanding settings. The Fusion Forecourt System is engineered to withstand the harsh temperatures,
small spaces, and intense 24/7 processing requirements typical in fueling stations. It is a solid-state appliance designed without
ventilation holes, rotating media disc drives, or cooling fans that can inherently increase failure rates due to dust and particles. It
can also handle extreme hot or cold temperatures for more dependable operation in any climate.
The Fusion Forecourt System is a compact, 14 x 15½ x 1¾ inch (355 x 393 x 44 mm), 1U form factor approximately the size
of a notebook computer. It is counter-, server rack-, or wall-mountable and supports several retail operating systems for easy
integration into retail environments. Its compact size and one-box design simplifies installation, use, and serviceability. Built with
state-of-the-art processing technology, the Fusion Forecourt System offers fast performance and low heat output. And it includes
solid-state memory with battery back-up for more reliable data protection during shutdown due to power failure. The Fusion
system’s low power consumption not only saves on utility bills, it contributes to a smaller carbon footprint.

Visibility to key systems
and data to manage a
dynamic business
The Fusion Forecourt System has in-depth reporting
capabilities that provide enterprise-level visibility into sales,
operations, inventory and equipment across a variety
of device brands. It helps retailers make data-driven
decisions, develop more effective strategies, and run
more profitable businesses.
The fuel electronic journal offers real-time reporting
on multiple aspects of a site. Through a simple-tounderstand graphical user interface (GUI) and highly
customizable dashboard, retailers can gain valuable
insights into inventory and equipment assets, as well
as dispenser activity, customer behavior and marketing
program results. In addition to recording each transaction
for an audit trail, the data can be exported to other
programs to integrate with existing reporting software.

The Fusion Forecourt System dashboard is easy to navigate.

Anytime, anywhere remote
access and security
Unlike legacy site controllers, it is possible to connect to
the Fusion Forecourt System from anywhere, at anytime,
through secure remote access. Ideal for unattended
locations or for remote management, the remote
functionality enables tasks such as software and system
updates, device diagnostic review, and asset management,
including equipment configuration. What’s more, the system
enables interactive access for remote training, instruction,
and troubleshooting.

Expanded functionality for
better site management
The Fusion Forecourt System consolidates existing
devices into one easy-to-manage system and more. It
can expand the functionality of equipment and deliver
new capabilities to help streamline operations and
increase in-store traffic. The Fusion platform leverages
our iX Technology Platform design experience to
support advanced marketing, maintenance, and system
management capabilities. These capabilities have not
previously been widely available to retailers.

Enhanced retail capabilities
at a lower cost

Centralized, scalable payment
capabilities

The Fusion Forecourt System offers new levels of POS
manageability and interface options. In addition to providing
a common POS interface, it can be used with existing wiring
or TCP/IP connections. The result is lower deployment and
development costs as well as faster time-to-market. It is
available in multiple configurations, which allows for the
selection of ideal functionality for a site now and in the future.

Centralize electronic payment operations through the
Fusion Forecourt System. It supports advanced security
functionality and integrates with many payment systems
and methods.

	Fusion Console – Available in select countries,
the console provides the ease and simplicity of a
touchscreen or keyboard operations interface for
convenient multi-device management. It is ideal for
retailers who do not require POS support or who prefer
separate controller and POS functionality. It also offers
enhanced reliability through redundancy. If the POS
goes offline, retailers can activate the console to keep
the business operating.
	POS Integration – The Fusion Forecourt System
supports legacy protocols so it can integrate with
retailers’ existing POS systems, including those from
non-Dresser Wayne vendors.

	iX Pay Secure Payment – The Fusion Forecourt
System is interoperable with the Dresser Wayne iX Pay
secure payment system, a unique modular solution that
can be scaled to meet current AND yet-to-be-defined
payment standards with a design meant to deliver the
lowest total cost of ownership in the industry.
	Third-Party Outdoor Payment Terminals – The
Fusion Forecourt System is interoperable with thirdparty proprietary pay-at-pump payment terminals for
simplified, centralized payment device management and
easy upgrade to a Dresser Wayne payment platform in
the future.

PCI PA-DSS Compliance
The Fusion Forecourt System is planned to be compliant
with the Payment Card Industry Payment Applications
Data Security Standards (PCI PA-DSS) where applicable.
Contact Dresser Wayne for more information.

Remote monitoring for
improved site service
The Fusion Forecourt System operates as the gateway for
the iSense remote monitoring iX Technology module, which
can automatically diagnose, troubleshoot and, in some
cases, remotely repair software issues. It also provides
status updates so retailers can coordinate technician site
visits for reduced maintenance costs and more efficient
servicing of sites.

Broad marketing capabilities
to drive sales
By connecting a POS or management console to iX Media
digital forecourt marketing, the Fusion Forecourt System
delivers expanded marketing potential. iX Media digital
marketing enables customized, color video promotions at
the dispenser to encourage higher margin in-store sales.
The Fusion Forecourt System also complements C-Store
Media, an in-store multimedia merchandising system that
coordinates iX Media forecourt promotions with large-screen,
dynamic video displays in the store. Designed to reinforce and
maximize marketing efforts, C-Store Media helps generate
increased revenue.

Discover the
Fusion Difference
Let Dresser Wayne help you reduce
complexity, gain insight into business
dynamics, and enhance site management
functionality with the Fusion Forecourt
System. Contact your Dresser Wayne
representative to learn more about how the
Fusion Forecourt System offers a single,
common interface for multi-vendor,
multi-device forecourt control.
Visit www.DresserWayneFusion.com
to view our interactive demo.

About Dresser Wayne

About Dresser, Inc.

With offices on five continents, manufacturing facilities on
four, and thousands of employees worldwide, Dresser Wayne
has shaped the retail and fleet fueling industry ever since its
modest beginnings in 1891. Known for combining cuttingedge technology with exceptional customer focus and
win-win industry partnerships, Dresser Wayne has become
the leading supplier of integrated solutions to its customers
in the retail and fleet petroleum industry. Dresser Wayne—
headquartered in Austin, Texas—is largely responsible for
the innovations that contribute to the look and functionality
of the modern service station. From dispensers and POS
systems to retail intelligence and after-sale support services,
Dresser Wayne is committed to continuing its long tradition of
providing innovative, customer-centric solutions in all facets
of the industry. Dresser Wayne is a business segment of
Dresser, Inc.

Dresser, Inc. is a leader in providing highly engineered
infrastructure products for the global energy industry. The
company has leading positions in a broad portfolio of
products including valves, actuators, meters, switches,
regulators, piping products, natural gas-fueled engines,
retail fuel dispensers and associated retail point of sale
systems and air and gas handling equipment. Leading
brand names within the Dresser portfolio include Dresser
Wayne® retail fueling systems, Waukesha® natural gas-fired
engines, Masoneilan® control valves, Mooney® regulators,
Consolidated® pressure relief valves, and Roots® blowers
and rotary gas meters. It has manufacturing and customer
service facilities located strategically worldwide and a sales
presence in more than 100 countries. The company’s website
can be accessed at www.dresser.com.

Protect your warranty, security, and regulatory certifications.
Insist on Dresser Wayne Genuine Parts for all equipment repairs
and upgrades.

Worldwide Headquarters:
Austin, Texas, U.S.A.
T. +01 512 388 8311

South American Headquarters:
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
T. +55 21 2598 7711
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Malmö, Sweden
T. +46 40 360 500

Asia Pacific Headquarters:
Shanghai, China
T. +21 5899 3976
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